safe digging month

by the excellence

the legislature of the united states of america the two hundred and forty-second
session of the executive chamber in position his first day of smirn in the year two thousand and twenty-four, and of the

congress of the union and representatives in its legislative

and virtue of the provisions of the commonwealth to take

in their consideration

proclamation

the commonwealth of massachusetts

heretofore, therefore, i, marvin j. drayton, governor of the commonwealth of massachusetts,

and the roll free number, 32,

whereas it is important that all massachusetts residents are informed of safe digging practices

excavators comply with construction industry safety rules and regulations and

whereas, the one-call program is a free service to contractors and homeowners that helps

underground utilities and reduce the cost and time of re-plucking and

whereas, by providing a toll free number for the exchange of necessary information the dig safe

and locate and make use of these facilities prior to the excavation work and

whereas, the system has been promoted by the underground facilities association of massachusetts, inc.

whereas, the 1992 siting system, implemented is a cost-effective deployment of other systems such as physical markers, and

whereas, digging with property such as damages or costly losses, fires and

a proclamation